The estimation of mixing ratio of mixtures has received a great deal of attention over the years. In case of oils, expensive oils are often mixed with other oils for the commercial use. The method to estimate mixing ratio of oil mixtures from fatty acid composition data is required. Yamazaki et al. 1),2) used the fatty acid pattern similarity between mixed oil and pure oil for estimating mixing ratio. This method has advantage of simplicity in calculation but applicability is restricted to binary mixtures, in which two kinds of oil are known. This method cannot be applied to ternary or more complicated mixtures. Including more general case, this mixing ratio estimation is considered as the decomposition problem of overlapped fatty acid composition pattern into each fatty acid pattern of pure oil. From this point of view, Van Niekerk et al. 3) estimated the mixing ratio of edible oils from fatty acid, sterol and tocopherol composition data by the linear regression model. However their method still needs a lot of improvement.
In their method, the necessary constraints for obtaining physically meaningful estimated mixing ratio are not contained in the model and taken into account afterward. Furthermore, the experimentally mixed oil data (one data for one mixing ratio) were only used for estimation, and distribution range of estimated ratio is not considered.
This report describes a new approach toward this problem. The linear regression model with constraints overcomes the defects in the formerly used linear regression model, and is ( 2 ) gives the minimum residual sum of squares (RSS).
( 3 ) However this bo has no practical meaning. Physically meaningful estimated mixing ratio vector must have nonnegative elements, and sum of elements must be unity. The vector bo obtained by least squares method might contain negative elements and even if all elements are nonnegative, sum of all elements does not exactly equal to unity.
In order to correct this deficiency in the usual linear regression model without constraints, removal of variables (pure oils) of negative mixing ratio and recalculation of least squares estimator is repeated until all elements are nonnegative, and then elements are corrected by normalization.
The estimated mixing ratio obtained by this simple correction method have a physical meaning. However this method of correction have no theoretical basis. The residual sum of squares obtained by this method is not the minimum value within physically meaningful estimated values. (Ses9Ric5)2, 4, 5, 6 ] show slightly better estimated mixing ratio results on X= (mean pure oil composition vectors). These slight differences between expected and actual results are attributable to analytical error and error of apparent actual mixig ratio (intended mixing ratio in mixing prosess) from true mixing ratio.
Estimated mixing ratios on X= (mean pure oil composition vectors) agree with actual mixing ratios. The cause is that the composition vectors of pure oils used in generation of these mixture samples are near to mean pure oil composition vectors. The Euclid distances between pure oils used in mixing and pure oils used in X matrix in Table 1 are   The  results  of Table  1 on two components X. The estimation on X=(xSesm xsoym xRapm xRicm) is applicable in case that information about oil kind is not specialized. The effectiveness of this method is confirmed.
The direction of further development of the estimating method of mixing ratio of oils is to search the improved method that decreases distribution range of error of estimate. This might be possible by the usage of appropriate V matrix.
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